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Canada Post Corp. v. Lépine, [2009] 1 S.C.R. 549, 

2009 SCC 16, on appeal from Quebec C.A.

• Canada Post terminates « lifetime internet » in 2001

• Class action commenced in Quebec for Quebec customers

• Later, Ontario proceeding commenced on behalf of national 
class (excluding Quebec)

• Alberta government investigation leads to settlement 
providing for refund of purchase price to Canadian consumers

• Ontario court certifies class action on behalf of a national 
class (now excluding B.C., but including Quebec)

• Quebec court authorizes class action for Quebec customers

• Canada Post seeks recognition of the Ontario judgment in 
Quebec



Multi-jurisdictional class actions in Canadian 

courts

• Can a Canadian court take jurisdiction over a multi-
jurisdictional class?

• What criteria should be used to do so?

• Is it necessary or obligatory to obtain recognition of 
such a decision by the other jurisdictions?

• What are the criteria for recognizing such a 
decision?

• How best to manage parallel, multi-jurisdictional 
class actions?



Can a Canadian court take jurisdiction over such a 

multi-jurisdictional class?

• Quebec superior courts have done so for >15 years
– Pan-Canadian and even global classes

– Non-residents of Québec are members of the class

• Courts of other provinces also
– Desire to cover all residents of Canada, especially before 

class action legislation existed in all provinces

• What is the source of this jurisdiction?
– In Quebec and Ontario, the legislation is silent on the 

inclusion of non-residents (effectively, required to opt out)

– Willingness of the courts to step in



Can a Canadian court take jurisdiction over such 

a multi-jurisdictional class? (cont.)

• Little case law directly on this point

• Certain decisions implicitly supported the 
constitutionality of multi-jurisdictional classes

• Bich J.A. concluded that multi-jurisdictional classes 
were an extra-territorial application of provincial law, 
in Hocking v. Haziza
– Chamberland J.A. (dissenting) and Baudouin J.A. did not 

address the question because it had not been argued

– [2008] R.J.Q. 1189, 2008 QCCA 800



Can a Canadian court take jurisdiction over such 

a multi-jurisdictional class? (cont.)

• Lebel J. in Lépine :

« [56] In addition to its conclusions of law, the Quebec Court of 
Appeal seems to have had reservations or concerns about the 
creation of classes of claimants from two or more provinces. We 
need not consider this question in detail. However, the need to 
form such national classes does seem to arise occasionally.
The formation of a national class can lead to the delicate 
problem of creating subclasses within it and determining what 
legal system will apply to them. In the context of such 
proceedings, the court hearing an application also has a duty to 
ensure that the conduct of the proceeding, the choice of 
remedies and the enforcement of the judgment effectively take 
account of each group’s specific interests, and it must order 
them to ensure that clear information is provided. » (paragr. 56)



Can a Canadian court take jurisdiction over such 

a multi-jurisdictional class? (cont.)

• Multi-jurisdictional class actions advance the 
legislative objectives for class actions
– Avoid the multiplication of proceedings and favour the 

efficient administration of justice

– Reduce costs and favour access to justice

– Sanction prejudicial, cross-border behaviour

– Western Canadian Shopping Centres Inc. v. Dutton, 
[2001] 2 S.C.R. 534, 2001 SCC 46 (paragr. 27 à 29)

• The rules should be interpreted to favour multi-
jurisdictional class actions (Chamberland J.A. 
(Hocking, paragr. 79))



Can a Canadian court take jurisdiction over such 

a multi-jurisdictional class? (cont.)

• Jurisdiction over non-resident plaintiffs is common

• Even in the absence of specific legislation, a court 
can bind resident members to a class action with a 
sufficient notice
– Western Canadian Shopping Centres Inc. v. Dutton

(paragr. 49)

• A sufficient notice should also bind non-resident 
members, if there is a real and substantial 
connection to the forum



What criteria should be used to take jurisdiction 

over a multi-jurisdictional class action?

• What circumstances are appropriate for the 
inclusion of non-residents in a class action?

• Apply Quebec private international law rules on 
jurisdiction

• The constitutional requirement of a « real and 
substantial connection » is respected by compliance 
with the rules of Book X of the Civil Code of 
Québec, interpreted «in light of the principles of 
comity, order and fairness. »
– Spar Aerospace Ltd. v. American Mobile Satellite Corp., 

[2002] 4 S.C.R. 205, 2002 SCC 78 (paragr. 55)



What criteria should be used to take jurisdiction 

over a multi-jurisdictional class action? (cont.)

Article 3148, para. 1 C.C.Q. :
3148. In personal actions of a patrimonial nature, a Québec authority 

has jurisdiction where

(1) the defendant has his domicile or his residence in Québec;

(2) the defendant is a legal person, is not domiciled in Québec but has 
an establishment in Québec, and the dispute relates to its activities 
in Québec;

(3) a fault was committed in Québec, damage was suffered in Québec, 
an injurious act occurred in Québec or one of the obligations arising 
from a contract was to be performed in Québec;

(4) the parties have by agreement submitted to it all existing or future 
disputes between themselves arising out of a specified legal 
relationship;

(5) the defendant submits to its jurisdiction.



What criteria should be used to take jurisdiction 

over a multi-jurisdictional class action? (cont.)

• Most of these criteria are not difficult to apply

• The jurisprudence under art. 3148 C.C.Q. applies 
also to class actions

• This approach has been adopted by the Superior 
Court of Quebec:
– Brito v. Pfizer Canada inc., [2008] R.J.Q. 1420, 2008 

QCCS 2231, Grenier J. and the cases she cites at footnote 
96

– Option Consommateurs v. Infineon Technologies, a.g., 
[2008] R.J.Q. 1694, 2008 QCCS 2781, Mongeau J.

– Goyette v. GlaxoSmithKline inc., J.E. 2009-1589, 2009 
QCCS 3745, Peacock J.



What criteria should be used to take jurisdiction 

over a multi-jurisdictional class action? (cont.)

• A controversial question : recognition by the 
defendant of the court’s jurisdiction (paras. 3148(5) 
and 3168(6) C.C.Q.)
– The majority in Hocking interpreted paragraph 3168(6) to 

exclude recognition by the defendant, because members 
of the plaintiff class would not have explicitly accepted the 
court’s jurisdiction

– Chamberland J.A. stays closer to the text of the Code, 
which does not mention recognition by the defendant

• Other protections exist for non-resident members of 
the plaintiff class, at the stage of recognition by the 
court of their own residence



Is foreign recognition of such a decision 

necessary or obligatory?

• It is not always necessary that the judgement be 
recognized and become enforceable outside of the 
forum jurisdiction

• Why seek recognition of a foreign or « external » 
judgement?
– To force payment ?  

• Generally not necessary in class action proceedings

• If necessary, the assets are at the domicile of the defendant 
and not at the residence of the plaintiff class members

– To block other proceedings ?
• chose jugée or res judicata

• If the foreign judgment obtained full compensation for the 
class members, there is perhaps no other proceeding to take



Is foreign recognition of such a decision 

necessary or obligatory? (cont.)

• Currie v. McDonald’s Restaurants of Canada (2005), 74 O.R.(3d) 
321 (C.A. Ont.)
– Ontario class proceedings settled : the restaurant offered a 

supplementary prize of $1 million in a new game open to its Canadian 
clients

• Hocking v. Haziza
– The Quebec proceeding proposed by Haziza has not advanced since 

the appeal was dismissed by the HSBC Bank of Canada in April 2008

– Ontario settlement for a minimal amount, after negotiations which 
apparently revealed only minimal damages (without admission of fault)

• Canada Post Corp. v. Lépine
– Supreme Court judgment in April 2009

– Class members had already been awarded reimbursement by Alberta 
government investigation

– What continuation of the Quebec proceedings?



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision?

Article 3155 C.C.Q. :

3155. A Québec authority recognizes and, where applicable, declares enforceable any decision 
rendered outside Québec except in the following cases:

(1) the authority of the country where the decision was rendered had no jurisdiction under the 

provisions of this Title;

(2) the decision is subject to ordinary remedy or is not final or enforceable at the place where it was 

rendered;

(3) the decision was rendered in contravention of the fundamental principles of procedure;

(4) a dispute between the same parties, based on the same facts and having the same object has 

given rise to a decision rendered in Québec, whether it has acquired the authority of a final 

judgment (res judicata) or not, or is pending before a Québec authority, [first seized], or has been 

decided in a third country and the decision meets the necessary conditions for recognition in 

Québec;

(5) the outcome of a foreign decision is manifestly inconsistent with public order as understood in 

international relations;

(6) the decision enforces obligations arising from the taxation laws of a foreign country.



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• The jurisdiction of the external court (para. 3155(1) C.C.Q.)

• Articles 3164 et seq. C.C.Q. :

3164. The jurisdiction of foreign authorities is established in 
accordance with the rules on jurisdiction applicable to Québec 
authorities under Title Three of this Book, to the extent that the 
dispute is substantially connected with the country whose authority 
is seized of the case.

• The same rules of jurisdiction as for Quebec courts, narrowed 
slightly, apply to the evaluation of the jurisdiction of the 
foreign/external court whose judgement is being recognized (the 
« little mirror »)

• In addition, a requirement for a “substantial connection”



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• Article 3168 C.C.Q. :

3168. In personal actions of a patrimonial nature, the jurisdiction of a foreign authority 
is recognized only in the following cases:

(1) the defendant was domiciled in the country where the decision was rendered;

(2) the defendant possessed an establishment in the country where the decision was 
rendered and the dispute relates to its activities in that country;

(3) a prejudice was suffered in the country where the decision was rendered and it 
resulted from a fault which was committed in that country or from an injurious act 
which took place in that country;

(4) the obligations arising from a contract were to be performed in that country;

(5) the parties have submitted to the foreign authority disputes which have arisen or 
which may arise between them in respect of a specific legal relationship; however, 
renunciation by a consumer or a worker of the jurisdiction of the authority of his place 
of domicile may not be set up against him;

(6) the defendant has recognized the jurisdiction of the foreign authority.



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• The relationship between the general requirement 
for a substantial connection (art. 3164 C.C.Q.) and 
the specific connecting factors (art. 3168 C.C.Q.) :

« [36] Article 3164 C.C.Q. provides that a 
substantial connection between the dispute and the 
originating court is a fundamental condition for the 
recognition of a judgment in Quebec. Articles 3165 
to 3168 then set out, in more specific terms, 
connecting factors to be used to determine whether, 
in certain situations, a sufficient connection exists 
between the dispute and the foreign authority. » 
(Lebel J., Lépine, paragr. 36)



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• The specific connecting factors are usually sufficient :

«The application of specific rules, such as those in art. 3168 
respecting personal actions of a patrimonial nature, will 
generally suffice to determine whether the foreign court had 
jurisdiction. However, it may be necessary in considering a 
complex legal situation involving two or more parties located 
in different parts of the world to apply the general principle in 
art. 3164 in order to establish jurisdiction and have recourse 
to, for example, the forum of necessity. » (Lebel J., Lépine,
paragr. 36)



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• Article 3164 C.C.Q. does not appear to provide an 
opportunity to revise the sufficiency of the 
connections recognized by article 3168 C.C.Q., save 
in exceptional situations

• Lebel J. uses the example of a multi-party dispute, 
seemingly to enlarge the jurisdiction of the external 
court beyond the specific factors of art. 3168 C.C.Q.
– Jurisdiction in multi-party disputes would usually be 

evaluated for each party separately 

• The majority in Hocking applied art. 3164 C.C.Q. to 
avoid the application of the clear rule in paragr. 
3168(6) C.C.Q. (attornment by the defendant)



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• Does the doctrine of forum non conveniens apply when 
recognizing the jurisdiction of a foreign court?
– No, it is not within the « little mirror » of art. 3164 C.C.Q.

« This approach introduces a degree of instability and 
unpredictability that is inconsistent with the standpoint 
generally favourable to the recognition of foreign or 
external judgments that is evident in the provisions of the 
Civil Code. It is hardly consistent with the principles of 
international comity and the objectives of facilitating 
international and interprovincial relations that underlie 
the Civil Code’s provisions on the recognition of foreign 
judgments. In sum, even when it is applying the general 
rule in art. 3164, the court hearing the application for 
recognition cannot rely on a doctrine that is incompatible 
with the recognition procedure. » (Lebel J., Lépine, paragr. 
36)



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• Evaluation of the specific connecting factors (3168)

• From the perspective of class members resident in 
the recognizing jurisdiction? 
– Majority in Hocking

– Ontario C.A. in Currie v. McDonald’s Restaurants, paragr. 
18 to 21

• Or from the perspective of the whole group?
– Chamberland J. in Hocking

– Grenier J. in Brito

– The Quebec C.A. in Lépine appears to adopt this 
approach also, [2007] R.J.Q. 1920, 2007 QCCA 1092



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• The perspective of the local members is preferable
(selon moi…)
– The external court has the obligation to consider 

specifically the situation of non-residents before including 
them in any class

– A real and substantial connection must exist in order to 
justify the court’s jurisdiction over the non-resident class 
members

– Principles of courtesy, order and equity, particularly within 
the Canadian Confederation

• As pointed out by the Superior Court in Brito

• But this should not excuse a protectionist attitude



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• Fundamental principles of procedure (3155(3))

• Between Canadian superior courts there should not  
be any problems
– Probably the same with regard to American courts

• The sufficiency of notice is crucial
– The class notice is essential to binding non-residents, 

perhaps more so than within the province

– Necessary to consider the specific situation of non-
resident members, parallel proceedings, etc.

– The notice must be clear and complete, and disseminated 
sufficiently



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• « Although it does not have to be shown that each member 
was actually informed, the way the notice procedure is 
designed must make it likely that the information will reach the 
intended recipients. The wording of the notice must take 
account of the context in which it will be published and, in 
particular, the situation of the recipients. In some situations, it 
may be necessary to word the notice more precisely or 
provide more complete information to enable the members of 
the class to fully understand how the action affects their 
rights. These requirements constitute a fundamental principle 
of procedure in the class action context. » (Lebel J., Lépine, 
paragr. 43)



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• Is the requirement for notice more strict in the case 
of non-residents?
– Yes, according to the majority in Hocking

• But the efficiency of notice does not depend upon 
the jurisdiction of the judge who ordered it!

• The special situation of non-residents must be 
considered to ensure efficient notice

• It is the role of the court to review notice and 
dissemination procedures at the recognition stage, 
to protect its own citizens



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• The court first seized of the dispute (3155(4))

« The application for authorization is a form of 
judicial proceeding between parties for the specific 
purpose of determining whether a class action will 
take place. The Quebec proceeding predated the 
one in Ontario, and the Quebec court was therefore 
seized before the Ontario court, which means that 
art. 3155(4) C.C.Q. was applicable. » (Lebel J., Lépine, 
paragr. 54)

• First to file proceeds

• Consequence: exclusion of non-residents if there is a class 
action already proposed in their jurisdiction



What are the criteria for recognizing such a 

decision? (cont.)

• Clarification of the rules re lis pendens:

« At that stage, the three identities were present. The 
basic facts in support of both proceedings were the 
same for Quebec residents, namely the purchase and 
discontinuation of an Internet access service. The object 
was also the same: compensation for breach of the 
undertaking. Identity of the parties was established: a 
legal representative, the applicant at the authorization 
stage, was acting for the entire group of residents. The 
identity of the representative in a class action may vary 
in the course of the proceeding, but there is always one 
representative for all the members. What the courts 
have required is not physical identity of the parties, but 
legal identity. » (Lebel J., Lépine, paragr. 55)



How to manage efficiently multi-jurisdictional and 

parallel class actions?

• Parallel proceedings are possible, as in any civil dispute

• How to limit their impact and frequency?

– Requirement of a real and substantial connection with respect to 
each sub-class of non-residents included (arts. 3148 et 3168)

• The defendant is domiciled in the jurisdiction

• The defendant attorned to the jurisdiction

• The defendant committed a tortious act in the jurisdiction

• Etc.

– More than simply the presence of most class members

– Some types of disputes will be more conducive to proceeding by 
way of a multi-jurisdictional class.  Compare:

• Securities claims by shareholders of a company

• Product liability claims against consumers



How to manage efficiently multi-jurisdictional and 

parallel class actions? (cont.)

• Dismiss cases that do not have a sufficient connection to the forum

– E.g. Infineon

• Give attention to the special circumstances of non-residents

– Formation of sub-classes

– Applicable law(s)

– Factual situation may influence the procedure and remedies

– Clear notice and sufficient dissemination of the notice

– Appropriate execution of judgement on an individual and/or collective 
basis

– Existence of parallel proceedings

• Without imposing more onerous standards, but rather keeping 
comity in mind

• The eventual judgement should be recognized elsewhere



How to manage efficiently multi-jurisdictional and 

parallel class actions? (cont.)

• Class actions have their own dynamics 
– Plaintiff attorneys are essential to the system

• Often motivated by contingency fee arrangements

– Courts should authorize multi-jurisdictional class actions 
where there is a substantial connection with the dispute

• excluding members of any jurisdiction where there is already 
a class action proceeding

– « copy-cat » suits would be discouraged by the « first 
seized » rule

• Lis pendens should be applied more liberally

• In conformity with the principles of courtesy, order and equity



How to manage efficiently multi-jurisdictional and 

parallel class actions? (cont.)

• Aiming for some sort of reciprocity based on comity

– Authorization of a multi-jurisdictional class action, where the 
substantial connection exists according to traditional connecting 
factors, with the expectation that a judgment will be recognized 
elsewhere

– Recognition of external judgments over multi-jurisdictional 
classes, according to similar criteria

– Only when appropriate in the circumstances, and with respect for 
procedural requirements (clear notice and sufficient 
dissemination, etc.)

• The Lépine judgment is not contrary to the liberalizing trend in 
private international law, but a reminder of the limits of order 
(and equity)

– A failure of comity



How to manage efficiently multi-jurisdictional and 

parallel class actions? (cont.)

• Alternatives to cooperation between courts?

• Solutions inspired from America:
– Jurisdiction of the Federal Courts is different in the U.S.

– U.S. Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation difficult to 
emulate in Canada

• Constitutional barriers

• Legislative reform must come from the provinces



How to manage efficiently multi-jurisdictional and 

parallel class actions? (cont.)

• Uniform Class Proceedings Act (Amendment) of the Uniform 
Law Conference of Canada

“ 4 (2)  If a multi-jurisdictional class proceeding or a 
proposed multi-jurisdictional class proceeding has 
been commenced elsewhere in Canada that involves 
the same or similar subject matter to that of the 
proceeding being considered for certification, the 
court must determine whether it would be preferable 
for some or all of the claims of the proposed class 
members to be resolved in that proceeding.”
– Considérations similar to forum non conveniens
– Any petitioner or plaintiff in a parallel class action would have 

standing to make representations
– Every certification proceeding would be an opportunity to choose 

the most appropriate forum to decide the dispute, rather then the 
first seized



En conclusion

• We will be seeing more multi-jurisdictional classes like that 
tried in Lépine

– Some types of disputes more easily resolved in one appropriate 
forum

• e.g. shareholders sue a company at head office for securities fraud

– The defendant benefits from res judicata in forum, but will likely 
want same benefit elsewhere

– Plaintiffs (and their attorneys) also have incentive to go national

– If no proceeding already started in Quebec, and clear notice with 
sufficient dissemination, a Quebec court should recognize the 
external judgment

– The parties have good incentives to consider the non-resident 
class members from the point of view of the recognizing court 
from the outset


